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By the end of 2000s, the idea of an integrity management book came about from students attending the University of Calgary’s Pipeline Integrity Management courses. An increasing need to develop combined engineering and management practices for the day-to-day became important for achieving integrity management effectiveness. Then, creating a resource or material with integrated and multi-disciplinary knowledge was one of many steps needed to contribute technicians, technologists, engineers and managers with knowledge and a practical approach for responding to the increasing society expectations for safe and reliable pipelines.

In the summer of 2014, ASME Publishing Committee notified their approval for publication of the book. This initiated the authors journey to collectively share their engineering and management experiences from four (4) interlinked pipeline industry sectors (i.e., pipeline transmission, engineering integrity consulting, technology services, and regulatory oversight) and their multiple geographical exposures (i.e., Arctic, Canada, USA, South America, Europe, Asia Pacific, and Australia). However, the authors’ interest was focused on making the reader the “Hero of the Story” not the writers by engaging them with core, relevant, and attractive knowledge needed at work. Figures and real case examples were made generic for transferring knowledge and experience to the Hero for easier applicability and building-block innovation.

The book outline portrays a management system (MS) approach that enables management in providing direction, guidance, support, and evaluation to sustain continuous improvement, while it connects to and explains the Integrity Management Program (IMP) elements providing the engineering integrity core for sustaining pipeline risk reduction. The key for success resides in the linkage between MS and IMP, named hereafter as Pipeline Integrity Management System (PIMS). PIMS approach enables organizations to achieve state-of-the-art adequacy, timely implementation, and measured effectiveness of the relentless integrity goals, objectives, and targets toward the safety of employees and the public, the protection of the environment, and a reliable service.

The table of contents follows the PIMS structure detailing within each management system element the engineering elements; however, they can be read individually as each applicable chapter has a PLAN-DO-CHECK-ACT built-in process for enabling the reader to become the Hero.

During the 2015 winter, the review of the book chapters became an insightful experience for all authors discovering the richness and value added by 28 reviewers from multiple engineering and management backgrounds and experience levels located around the globe. The review was conducted relaxing the reviewers by not knowing whose materials they were commenting on and empowering them by applying their need for changes in the final book: their review guided the writers for reader’s benefit.

In the early 2016, when the time for writing the acknowledgments came, the authors realized that there were not enough pages and expressive words of gratitude for all individuals who reviewed the book and have contributed with pipeline integrity knowledge and education. In the Acknowledgments page, we continued the list initiated by Dr. Mo Mohitpour in the Pipeline Integrity Assurance book with the extent possible. We all know that our reward at the end of the day is enjoying that the people and environment along the pipeline are safe and protected.
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Rafael G. Mora, Taylor Shie, Edgar I. Cote, and Phil Hopkins

The Authors

If you had any questions, comments, clarifications or improvement for the next edition, please email us at asme.pims@outlook.com. Please indicate your phone number in the email, if you would like to be contacted as soon as possible.
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